EVENT PREP JUST GOT EASIER

BACKDROPS
It’s crucial that your business stands out from the crowd at conferences, conventions and trade shows; the best way to

make your mark is with eye-catching backdrop displays. Our custom backdrops incorporate custom printed designs, such as
your company's name and/or logo, for use in many different locations. Make your graphics pop in a unique way.
A smooth, matte finish makes backdrop banners perfect for photo ops; photographs always turn out glare-free, no matter
how bright the flash. On the day of the big event, all you’ll need to do is pose and smile.
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BACKDROPS
Step & Repeat
8FTSTEPREPEAT, 10FTSTEPREPEAT

This large banner frame (Slider) is a great alternative to standard pop up backwall displays. Pole pockets are sewn
on all four sides of the fabric print. The frame is constructed out of telescopic poles that slide, allowing larger
graphics to be used on the display.
8 ft: 96”W x 96”H $549 • 10 ft: 120”W x 94”H $599 (Single-sided only)

Pop Up Display
8FTPOPUP, 8FTPOPUPDS, 10FTPOPUP, 10FTPOPUPDS

The Pop Up is the perfect display on the go. It's ready in minutes. The lightweight aluminum alloy frame locks in
place using plastic hooks. Fasten the graphic to the frame with hook & loop. Interchangeable fabric graphics make
it a versatile choice, easily collapse the frame with front graphic attached, and stow in your carry bag.
8 ft: 89”W x 89”H x 12”D $819 • 10 ft: 118”W x 89”H x 12”D $929 (Double-sided options available)

Tension Fabric
8TENSION, 8TENSIONDS, 10TENSION, 10TENSIONDS

Sleek and easy, tension fabric systems are a great alternative to standard backwall displays. Quickly assembled
in just 5 minutes, slide the tubes together to make the frame and lock in place with a push button snap. Then,
simply pull the pillowcase-like graphic over the frame and zip it shut. The zipper, hidden from view, tightens the
stretch fabric beautifully displaying your image.
8 ft: 96”W x 87.25”H x 15”D $949 • 10 ft: 112”W x 89.75”H x 19.75”D $990 (Double-sided options available)

Light Wall - Starting at $1,890.00
8FTLTBKDP, 8FTLTBKDPDS, 10FTLTBKDP, 10FTLTBKDPDS

Illuminate your message! Lumiere ladder lights make backlit graphics pop on this innovative combo display of
silicone-edge graphics and portable RPL fabric pop ups. Plus, the Lumiere shrinks down in size: simply collapse the
geometric frame and the SEG bungeed channel bars, and fold or roll the fabric graphics. Setup requires 1 person
and 5-10 minutes. SEG portability is easy and stylish.
8 ft: 88.75”W x 88.75”H x 14.5”D $1,890 • 10 ft: 117.75”W x 88.75”H x 14.5”D $2,390 (Double-sided options available)

* Prices listed are for single-sided graphics and hardware including travel bags. Additional sizes and options are available upon request
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